All Female Line Supervisors in Liberty Garments Ltd.

It has been noticed that 80% workers working in RMG sector are female but in most of the factories, the management staff and line supervisors are all men. There is a common idea in the industry that the pressure and load of work of a supervisor level staff may not be possible for a woman to bear. But we have found a factory where there is an exception.

We have come across a unique factory named Liberty Garments Ltd, where only women employees are taken at the line supervisor passion. There we met Rehana Begum, who is working as a production Manager working with full confidence. Unlike other factories Liberty Garments has given these ladies a chance to prove themselves and they did not let the factory down. Proving all myths false, the factory is running smoothly and at the same time, there is no record of missing a shipment deadline or a similar blunder so far.

We have given training on health and safety to the line supervisors of this factory which they enjoyed very much. They have been spreading the lessons they have learnt from the training to the other floors’ workers now. They have shown their keen interest in obtaining basic education and education on computer etc.